Scottish Salmon Watch, 13 May 2021
Secret Filming Exposes RSPCA ‘Abused’ Scottish Salmon
- Welfare Complaint Filed Against M&S Supplier Scottish Sea Farms

Secret filming at a salmon farm on the Isle of Mull operated by Norwegian giant Scottish Sea
Farms has prompted a welfare complaint to the Animal & Plant Health Agency, the Scottish
Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate and Police Scotland’s Wildlife Crime Unit [1].

The underwater filming took place on Friday evening (7 May 2021) at the Loch Spelve salmon
farm accredited as ‘welfare friendly’ by RSPCA Assured and understood to supply Marks &
Spencer (M&S source salmon exclusively from Scottish Sea Farms). The head veterinarian at
Scottish Sea Farms – with responsibility for the welfare of farmed salmon subject to the
complaint – is chairman of the Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals [2].

“Rest assured that RSPCA accreditation of Scottish salmon as ‘welfare-friendly’ is a sham, scam
and consumer con,” said Don Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon Watch. “Video evidence
shot last week and last year at RSPCA Assured salmon farms across Scotland exposes endemic
welfare abuse, disease problems and mass mortalities. The Chairman of the SSPCA – and head
veterinarian at Scottish Sea Farms – should hang his head in shame at the shocking welfare abuse
of farmed salmon. M&S should stop sourcing all their ‘Lochmuir’ salmon from Scottish Sea
Farms and remove the RSPCA Assured logo from their products. Shoppers should boycott all
Scottish salmon. Please don’t be duped by ‘responsibly sourced’, ‘organic’, ASC-certified and
RSPCA Assured marketing of factory farmed salmon.”

“Watching the video footage is deeply distressing - I cannot see how anyone would want to eat
Scottish farmed salmon ever again” said Maggie Brotherston of Friends of Loch Creran. “Similar
shocking images were filmed last year in Loch Creran at another RSPCA Assured salmon farm
operated by Scottish Sea Farms. When will the regulatory authorities stop compromising fish
welfare and start taking action against factory fish farmers? It’s painfully clear from all the
recent video evidence that welfare abuse on RSPCA Assured salmon farms is rife across
Scotland.”

“Surveillance of farms is vital in ground-truthing the wild claims of factory salmon farming,”
said Andrew Holder of Dip in the Blue. “If the government departments Marine Scotland and
SEPA, the SSPCA and RSPCA won’t inspect salmon farms properly, then it is up to the public
to do so. Scottish Sea Farms and M&S are clearly misleading their customers with false claims
of ‘responsibly sourced’ salmon. The RSPCA should be ashamed of themselves for allowing
their good name to be tarnished for the sake of being paid half a million pounds a year by the
salmon farming industry. If you buy Scottish salmon you are condoning welfare abuse.”

Download high resolution photos taken at the RSPCA Assured salmon farm operated by
Norskott Havbruk (Scottish Sea Farms) in Loch Spelve on 7 May 2021 online here

Recent mortality data posted by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate on 7 May
2021 detailed a ‘Mortality Event Report’ of 5,155 farmed salmon at Spelve B salmon farm
(Dalnaha) operated by Scottish Sea Farms due to “Gill health, post bath treatment
(Azamethiphos)” in March 2021. The Fish Health Inspectorate cited an “intervention review”
and that “FHI will monitor”.
The Loch Spelve salmon farm reported the highest monthly mortality (3%) of all Scottish Sea
Farms sites in March 2021.

In February 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch reported on mass mortalities at the RSPCA Assured
salmon farm in Loch Spelve. An inspection on 15 November 2019 by the Scottish Government's
Fish Health Inspectorate (published online on 7 February 2020) revealed that out of 382,344
salmon stocked on the site only 24,000 were harvested with 199,124 culled and 177,588 morts.
The Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation – of which Norwegian-owned Scottish Sea Farms
is a member – reported 40.6% cumulative mortality at the Loch Spelve salmon farm.

In August 2018, Scottish Salmon Watch filed a welfare complaint following video evidence of
lice-infested of cleaner fish and farmed salmon at the Loch Spelve salmon farm at Dalnaha.

Scottish Salmon Watch filed a welfare complaint in June 2019 following secret filming at The
Scottish Salmon Company’s Aird salmon farm in Loch Sheildaig.

Another welfare complaint filed by Scottish Salmon Watch in July 2019 showed welfare abuse
inside Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’ salmon farm leading to a letter from APHA
reprimanding Mowi for “failure to comply with welfare legislation”.

Last year, The Sunday Times revealed that the RSPCA earns over half a million pounds a year
from the salmon farming industry via the certification of RSPCA Assured farmed salmon.
Earlier this year, George Monbiot lambasted the RSPCA as the “worst of all”.

‘Operation Scottish Scamon’ will spearhead further surveillance at salmon farms across Scotland
during 2021. Last month, Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to the Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs raising serious concerns about the quality and quantity of
salmon farm ‘inspections’ including evidence of prior knowledge of welfare inspections by the
Animal & Plant Health Agency.
Prior to filming at salmon farms, Scottish Salmon Watch followed a rigorous safety and biosecurity protocol advised by the Scottish Government.

Scottish Salmon Watch also conducted a safety assessment of the site area ensuring that any
Scottish Sea Farms staff had left for the evening before filming safely commenced.

The day before filming (6 May 2021), Scottish Salmon Watch met with Police Scotland to
discuss ongoing security and safety concerns relating to filming at salmon farms. Police
Scotland in Oban agreed to raise Scottish Salmon Watch’s concerns with salmon farming
companies at the next rural crime prevention meeting.
In October 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to Police Scotland suggesting a protocol for
filming at salmon farms and a roundtable meeting with salmon farming companies. Earlier in
October 2020, Police Scotland wrote to Scottish Salmon Watch issuing an apology for acting as
private security for Scottish Sea Farms.
Read more via:
The Ferret: "Police apologise to anti-fish farm campaigner over access"
Oban Times: "Police apologise to fish farm welfare campaigner"
Policing Scottish Salmon: Landmark Victory for Surveillance of Fish Farms
Letter to Police Scotland re. violence & hostility by salmon farmers blocking filming
On the day of filming in Loch Spelve (7 May 2021), Scottish Sea Farms warned the public to
stay away from their farms.

Last year, Compassion in World Farming investigated 22 salmon farms operated by Scottish Sea
Farms, Mowi, The Scottish Salmon Company, Grieg Seafood and Cooke Aquaculture who
together control over 96% of ‘Scottish’ salmon farming production. Damning video evidence of
endemic suffering on salmon farms and a report – “Underwater Cages, Parasites and Dead Fish”
- was published by Compassion in World Farming and OneKind in March 2021.

“Following the publication of the CIWF report, RSPCA Assured suspended its certification for
the farms concerned and instituted a programme of additional inspections,” reported Fish Farmer
in April 2021. “The organisation has now reinstated certification for all the farms concerned.”
In a statement, RSPCA Assured told Fish Farmer: “We were really shocked and upset by some
of this footage taken last year, especially as some of the farms were reported to be RSPCA
Assured certified. We immediately launched an investigation, as soon as we received details of
the farms on 23 March 2021, and suspended those sites in the video that were members of
RSPCA Assured, pending investigation.”

In October 2020, video footage of welfare abuse at Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Creran ‘Special
Area of Conservation’ was published.

In December 2020, BBC Countryfile featured video footage of the RSPCA Assured salmon farm
operated by Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Creran.

Earlier this month (5 May 2021), Fish Farmer reported: “RSPCA Assured will be returning to inperson assessments as standard from 17 May, in line with easing Covid-19 restrictions in the
UK.” Last year (27 May 2020), Fish Farming Expert reported that the RSPCA suspended inperson assessments of salmon farms on 23 March with contactless assessments available by
mutual agreement on 1 June 2020.
Scottish Salmon Watch revealed last month (via information disclosed by Freedom of
Information) that the Animal & Plant Health Agency had ‘inspected’ 22 salmon farms in six
years whereas CIWF inspected 22 salmon farms in four months in 2020.

Secret underwater filming inside salmon farms was pioneered in Canada by Alexandra Morton in
2016 and then continued in 2017 and 2018 by First Nations leaders and Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society (including Pamela Anderson in 2019).

In 2017, Swedish film-maker Mikael Frödin swam out to a Grieg owned salmon farm in
Altafjord in Norway armed with a Go Pro on an extendable pole. The video evidence of welfare
abuse was broadcast on Swedish TV in 2018.

Earlier this month, Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots published video evidence of welfare abuse
inside salmon farms in Scotland.

Video footage gathered by photographer Corin Smith inside Scottish salmon farms was
broadcast by the BBC ‘One Show’ in 2018 and BBC Panorama in 2019.

Netflix’s global hit ‘Seaspiracy’ features video footage shot by Corin Smith inside a salmon farm
in Scotland and Scottish Salmon Watch’s gruesome video footage of disease-ridden farmed
salmon at Mowi’s Gorsten salmon farm in Loch Linnhe (a site certified via the Aquaculture
Stewardship Council and RSPCA Assured).

Corin Smith posted on Facebook via Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots this week (10 May 2021):

Read more via:
Policing 'Scottish' Salmon - when is 'extreme activism' judged trespass?
Media Backgrounder: The Welfare Nightmare of Scottish Salmon (Updated)
Photo Dossier of Diseased, Deformed & Abused Scottish Salmon
Ongoing welfare abuse & unnecessary suffering on salmon farms - why no prosecutions?
Secret Filming Exposes Welfare Abuse at RSPCA Assured Kames
The Go Pro Camera Never Lies (Unlike Salmon Farmers)
Photos of Secret Filming at Scottish & Irish Salmon Farms
Shocking Video Footage from Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads' (Bagh Dail nan Ceann)

Scottish Salmon Watch is calling on consumers to boycott all farmed salmon – including RSPCA
Assured “responsibly sourced” Scottish salmon sold via M&S and other supermarkets.

The real name of Scottish Sea Farms is Norskott Havbruk (which translates as ‘Norwegian
Aquaculture’) – owned by the Norwegian companies SalMar and Leroy.

Read more details via:
Scottish Scamon
Salmonopoly: How Norway's Salmafia Control 'Scottish' Salmon - Follow the Salmoney!
Norwegian Government Asked to Divest from 'Unethical' & 'Irresponsible' Scottish Salmon!

It is appropriate that Norskott Havbruk (Scottish Sea Farms) pioneered the fake brand
‘Lochmuir’ salmon sold via Marks & Spencer in Loch Spelve – with a nomination for Loch
Spelve’s manager at the BBC Food & Farming Awards in 2010 [3].

Salmon farming in Loch Spelve – where Scottish Sea Farms operate two salmon farms at Balure
(Spelve A) and Dalnaha (Spelve B) – has an appalling history in terms of toxic chemical
pollution, use of lobster-killing chemicals, lice infestation and mass mortalities [4].
M&S appear now to have moved away from branding their Scottish salmon via the fake
‘Lochmuir’ although it is still sold online via the Lochmuir brand and marketed prominently by
M&S [5].

In 2017, BBC Countryfile broadcast shocking video footage of mass mortalities being
transported away from Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Kishorn – on the ‘Dead Salmon Run’ – with
wastes leaking from Billy Bowie tankers full of dead salmon.

Earlier this week (11 May 2021), prime time Italian TV broadcast video footage of welfare abuse
shot by investigators for Compassion in World Farming inside salmon farms in Scotland
(including video evidence of welfare abuse at RSPCA Assured Scottish Sea Farms).

Earlier this week (11 May 2021), Ecohustler published a spoof video ad lambasting M&S for
their RSPCA Assured “responsibly sourced” Scottish salmon.

Here’s the petition signed by over 4,000 people:

Contact:
Don Staniford: 07763 541876 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com)
Notes to Editors:
[1] Scottish Salmon Watch’s welfare complaint was filed on 10 May 2021 – download in full
online here
From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, May 10, 2021 at 1:02 PM
Subject: Welfare Complaint vs Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Spelve (Dalnaha)
To: SM-APHA-Enquiries APHA <enquiries@apha.gov.uk>,
<APHA.Scotland@apha.gsi.gov.uk>, APHA Corporate Correspondence
<apha.corporatecorrespondence@apha.gsi.gov.uk>, SCD Wildlife Crime
<SCDWildlifeCrime@scotland.pnn.police.uk>, MS.fishhealth@gov.scot
Please consider this an official welfare complaint against Scottish Sea Farms (Norskott Havbruk)
for breaches of the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006 in relation to their RSPCA
Assured salmon farm in Loch Spelve (Dalnaha) on the Isle of Mull.
The salmon farm in question was first stocked with fish in July 2020 and is listed as Spelve B
(Dalnaha) - located at NM68772683.
Here's a map via
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports_rec
ord.aspx?monthly_data_id=4647138

Scottish Salmon Watch filmed at the site – which supplies Marks & Spencer with ‘Lochmuir’
“responsibly sourced” salmon and is accredited via RSPCA Assured (formerly Freedom Food) –
on Friday evening ca. 7pm (7 May 2021). Video footage gathered from one of the cages – we
only filmed at 2 out of the 12 cages – detailed what we believe constitutes a breach of Section 19
(“Unnecessay suffering”) and Section 24 (“Ensuring welfare of animals”).
Video footage clearly shows fin damage, skin lesions, open wounds (which may be Winter
Ulcer), mouth rot, lice infestation and indicates welfare and disease problems.
Watch the video footage online here
Photos are included in the attached letter.
Please acknowledge receipt of this welfare complaint.
Thanks,
Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch

[2] Ronnie Soutar, head veterinarian at Scottish Sea Farms, is the Chairman of the SSPCA (as
well as sitting on a DEFRA advisory board). Fish Farming Expert reported in June 2018:

Companies House reports:

The SSPCA’s latest accounts for 2019 (filed in September 2020) identify Ronnie Soutar as the
Chairman:

Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots reported in January 2021:

The Ferret reported in September 2018:

[3] Salmon farming in Loch Spelve is award-winning. Fish Farming Expert reported in June
2019:

World Fish reported in June 2018:

Farming Monthly reported in 2010:

[4] Salmon farming in Loch Spelve has a history of lice problems and mass mortalities.

Scottish Salmon Watch visited the Dalnaha salmon farm (Spelve B) in August 2018.

In August 2018, Scottish Salmon Watch also visited the land-base in Loch Spelve operated by
Scottish Sea Farms and certified via RSPCA Assured (formerly Freedom Foods).

Private Eye reported on mass mortalities at the RSPCA Assured Loch Spelve salmon farm in
February 2020:

It seems that any welfare ‘inspection’ of the Loch Spelve salmon farm slipped through the net.

Here’s the Loch Spelve salmon farm when Scottish Salmon Watch visited the shore base in
August 2018.

Here’s other photos from Scottish Salmon Watch’s visit to Loch Spelve RSPCA Assured salmon
farm on 7 May 2021:

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in July 2018:
“Scottish salmon's worst operator is Norwegian-owned Scottish Sea Farms with 10 fish farms
failing SEPA's compliance assessment in 2016 (with 9 farms assessed as "Poor" and one as
"Very Poor")…… Two of Scottish Sea Farms' 10 salmon farms rated as "Very Poor" or "Poor"
were located at Fishnish in the Sound of Mull - the site of the killing a humpback whale in 2014
and exceedance of lice limits in January 2018. Fishnish A salmon farm "failed repeatedly"
according to SEPA with "6 consecutive unsatisfactory surveys since 2006" and Fishnish B had
"3 consecutive unsatisfactory surveys since 2010" leading to SEPA imposing a conditional
reduction in biomass on both sites. Another Scottish Sea Farm site in Loch Spelve at Balure on
the Isle of Mull was rated "Very Poor" due to exceedance of the Environmental Quality Standard
for residues of Emamectin benzoate (a toxic chemical known to kill lobsters) and evidence of
drug over-dosing.”
Data published by SEPA via ‘Scotland’s Aquaculture’ shows that Loch Spelve salmon farm was
stocked in July 2020 but unfortunately SEPA has failed to publish data beyond September 2020.

In August and September 2020, Scottish Sea Farms used the lobster-killing chemical
Deltamethrin at Spelve B (Dalnaha) salmon farm.

In September 2020, a peer-reviewed scientific paper reported that Deltamethrin was lethal to
lobsters.

The Institute of Marine Research in Bergen reported (30 September 2020):

Chemical pollution by salmon farming in Loch Spelve is nothing new. New Scientist reported in
1998:

The Loch Spelve salmon farm at Dalnaha (Spelve B) breached the Environmental Quality
Standard for the shellfish-killing chemical Emamectin benzoate by over 20 times in 2009.

[5] Marks & Spencer developed the fake label ‘Lochmuir’ in 2006. The Sunday Times reported
in 2006:

The Scotsman reported in 2006:

Natural Products reported in 2012:

Scottish Salmon Watch has long searched for Lochmuir but has always come up short.

Read more via:
The Daily Mail: “Lochmuir salmon? It doesn't exist: How supermarkets invent places and farms
to trick shoppers into buying premium food”
The Guardian: “Tesco faces legal threat over marketing its food with 'fake farm' names”

The Week reported in 2017:

M&S reported in 2016:

Despite what appears to be a rebranding away from Lochmuir salmon in stores (Lochmuir is
missing from the M&S Scottish salmon products bought by Scottish Salmon Watch in May
2021), M&S still market Lochmuir salmon online but it seems that it is “out of stock” (as of 11
May 2021).

M&S’s recent advertising campaign for RSPCA Assured salmon dropped reference to Lochmuir.

Here’s online sales for Lochmuir salmon which were listed as “out of stock” on 11 May 2021.

If M&S have dropped the Lochmuir brand then it would be significant. Just three years ago,
M&S made a written submission to the Scottish Parliament’s salmon farming inquiry citing
“iconic” Lochmuir.

The Ferret reported in August 2018:

